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E-TECH RESPONSE TO EXPONENT MAY 2007 PIPELINE INTEGRITY ANALYSIS 
FOR CAMISEA PIPELINES 
 
May 20, 2007 
 
 
 
E-Tech has completed a review of the May 2007 Pipeline Integrity Analysis of the Camisea 
Transportation System prepared by Exponent for the IDB. The document is available on the IDB website 
at http://idbdocs.iadb.org/wsdocs/getdocument.aspx?docnum=979296. General E-Tech comment – this is 
a very slim document, 18 pages long, with no supporting references. It does not appear based on what is 
written that Exponent is well versed with the design/construction phase of the project, as the company 
makes several sweeping and incorrect statements about design/construction phase controversies. 
However, many of the statements made by Exponent are supportive of E-Tech’s position and reinforce 
the importance and need for independent monitoring of the project, either by NGOs or other independent 
parties.  Below are selected statements from the Exponent analysis and the E-Tech response to these 
statements. 
             
 
Exponent statement p. 3 - Recently, TGP identified a sixth incident on April 2, 2007, where a small 
amount of NGL was reported to have been released. TGP subsequently repaired the NGL pipeline and is 
currently investigating the root cause of this incident. Exponent was informed that TGP detected this 
minor leak during planned activities of its pipeline integrity program.  
 

E-Tech response: IDB should have suspended publication of the Exponent analysis to give Exponent 
adequate time to investigate the sixth rupture. It is wholly inappropriate for Exponent to be relying 
exclusively on TGP for information regarding the extent of the sixth rupture. A Cusco regional government 
commission that visited the site five days after the event occurred indicated that approximately 4,000 
barrels (168,000 gallons) of liquid hydrocarbons drained from the rupture.  See the attached April 14, 
2007 Andina article. This information clearly conflicts with the TGP statement to Exponent and 
underscores the need for an independent assessment by Exponent of what actually happened. 
 
Exponent statement p. 5 – Exponent reviewed information related to the first five NGL pipeline spill 
incidents as a means of evaluating risk, and to consider the potential for systemic problems. Exponent 
was not retained to perform a root-cause analysis of any of the spill incidents. 
 

E-Tech response: Exponent is essentially summarizing earlier April 2006 IDB and Stone & Webster spill 
incident reports that are on the IDB project website at 
http://www.iadb.org/pro_sites/camisea/incidents.cfm?language=EN&parid=3&item1id=6. E-Tech 
addressed the points made in these two spill incident reports in its August 21, 2006 supplemental report 
on the Camisea pipeline spills. See the E-Tech report at (pp. 8-9): http://www.etechinternational.org/08-
21-06_English_FINAL.pdf. Exponent reviewed existing available documentation on the causes of the 
ruptures. No significant new analysis is presented by Exponent.  
 
Exponent statement p. 5 - Exponent reviewed information related to the first five NGL pipeline spill 
incidents as a means of evaluating risk, and to consider the potential for systemic problems. P. 6, For the 
fourth incident, located at KP 50+900, “current information suggests” . . .   
 

E-Tech response: Exponent provides general conjecture on causes of the fourth rupture by prefacing its 
comments with “current information suggests . . .”  
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No information of any kind is provided on the causes of the fifth rupture. The fifth rupture was quite 
spectacular and is shown in the two photos below:  
 

Crater left by 5th rupture, 
March 4, 2006 

Photo of the 5th rupture, 
km. 126 

 
 
 

Exponent statement p. 8 - Our review indicates that the pipe wall thickness is sufficient to contain the 
internal pressures of the transported hydrocarbon products along the entire length of the pipeline.  
However, given the demanding route of these pipelines through the jungle and up the mountains, external 
loads were an important element for the design and construction of the system. Our design review 
revealed that the pipeline designers assumed that external soil loading would be entirely mitigated by 
geotechnical mitigation measures implemented during construction at sites deemed to pose a 
geotechnical or geological hazard. p. 14: Exponent’s analysis of this loading condition has shown that the 
as designed NG pipeline has a significantly larger external load capacity and flaw tolerance than the NGL 
pipeline, such that the NG pipeline generally has a low risk of failure from external loads. Load capacity 
estimates for the NGL pipeline show that, while sufficient for internal pressures, it is susceptible to this 
external failure mode, which is consistent with four of the first five spill incidents.  
 

E-Tech response: Exponent is confirming with these statements that the liquids pipeline was designed as 
if it were in flat Kansas with no threat of soil movement or geologic instability. TGP designers presumed 
that erosion control and soil stability measures would be so robust that for all practical purposes the 
terrain would seem like Kansas to the liquids pipeline. Obviously, sufficiently robust soil stabilization 
measures were not installed in a timely fashion, the pipeline is susceptible to external failure as a result, 
and four of the first five spills were completely or partly caused by external soil movement buckling the 
liquids pipeline which is too thin-walled to resist external soil pressure. This is confirmation by Exponent 
of a fundamental flaw in the design of the liquids pipeline. 
 
Exponent statement p. 9 - To minimize environmental impact, the constructor decided to preferentially 
build the pipeline along mountain ridges. The ROW was cleared and cut, and the work was inspected by 
outside consultants. Exponent’s review indicates that this approach was appropriate and preferred, in that 
placing the ROW near the base of the mountains, and along rivers and drainages would have likely 
resulted in substantially more construction-related damage to the environment.  
 

E-Tech response: A major controversy surrounding the project has been the lack of any geotechnical 
studies by TGP to determine the relative risks of potential routing options prior to opting to simply follow 
mountaintops. The mountaintop route has resulted in spectacular erosion. It is counterintuitive to suggest 
that putting the pipeline closer to the base of mountains would have resulted in more construction related 
damage than at the top of mountains where torrential rains can wash away entire mountainsides. 
Exponent avoids the central issue, which is the failure of TGP to perform any significant geotechnical due 
diligence before committing itself to the mountaintop route. The erosion potential caused by the selection 
of the mountaintop route is shown in the following pipeline construction photos. 
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Exponent statement p. 9 - The ground conditions encountered during installation of the pipe were 
reportedly assessed by geotechnical engineers and some mitigation measures were constructed at that 
time. Geotechnical engineers also supervised the geotechnical mitigation measures to control surface 
water runoff and stabilize the ROW following installation of the pipelines.  
 

E-Tech response: Geotechnical engineers may have been present, but they were ineffective. The lack of 
any serious effort to control erosion during the construction phase was little more than an open scandal.  
IDB consultant URS documented the tremendous erosion control problems in its monthly field reports in 
2002-2003, stating TGP was consistently violating its own erosion control technical specifications and 
appeared exclusively concerned with “advancing the laying of pipe.” These monthly URS reports are on 
the Camisea Project website under “Reportes Técnicos - Reportes de Monitoreo Ambiental de URS” at 
http://www.camisea.com.pe/. USAID recommended in a July 2003 memorandum to the U.S. Treasury 
against the U.S. Government voting for the $75 million IDB loan to TGP in part because of erosion control 
problems observed in the pipeline right-of-way. The July 22, 2003 USAID memorandum is attached. 
 
Exponent statement p. 11 - Exponent observed over 50 sites, some on both occasions, during our field 
inspections in June and September 2006. Based on our review, observations, and engineering 
experience, we concluded that geotechnical and geologic conditions initially posed a substantial risk to 
the pipeline. 
   

E-Tech response: The first E-Tech report was published in February 2006, before Exponent went in the 
field and identified “conditions that posed a substantial risk to the pipeline.”  Exponent validates the 
concerns expressed by E-Tech in February 2006 regarding the danger that inadequate soil stabilization 
efforts posed to the liquids pipeline.  
 
Exponent statement p. 13 - Thus, while we (Exponent) initially ranked 45 of 94 sites as having “high” to 
“very high” risk (along the initial 455 Km of the ROW), the construction of the geotechnical mitigation 
measures (by TGP) in 2006 reduced this number to 12 sites. 
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E-Tech response: 12 “high” to “very high” risk sites is still a lot of high risk sites. The sixth rupture on April 
2, 2007 is real-world testimony to the fact that more much work remains to be done to effectively stabilize 
the ROW.  
 
Exponent statement p. 15 - Presently no (intelligent pig) pipeline inspection company is readily able to 
provide a commercially available inspection tool to detect potential circumferential cracks, even though 
the technology to do so appears to be available.   
 

E-Tech response: Exponent is correct about no company claiming to be able to detect potential 
circumferential (girth) cracks with intelligent pig inspection tools. However, the general director of TGP, 
Ricardo Ferreira, stated at a press conference in Lima on TGP pipeline integrity efforts hosted by Minister 
Juan Valdivia of MEM on December 14, 2006 that the welds on the liquids pipeline were in perfect 
condition as a result of the intelligent pig inspection. This was a patently false statement. The 48,000+ 
girth welds on the liquids pipeline remain to be properly inspected (for the first time) by appropriately 
qualified American Society of Nondestructive Testing certified Level II or III radiographic interpreters, as 
called for in the TGP project specification. The controversy surrounding the lack of properly qualified 
radiographic interpreters in the field during pipeline construction is addressed in E-Tech’s August 21, 
2006 report. The December 14, 2006 MEM press release where Ricardo Ferreira is quoted is attached. 
Here is his statement: 
 

El gerente general de TGP, Ricardo Ferreira, al hacer la presentación del Informe señaló 
que, mediante la inspección interna que se hizo del sistema de transporte de Camisea, con 
el “Smart pig” o chancho inteligente, se estableció que el ducto “está en perfecto estado de 
salud”. No hay problemas de soldadura, corrosión ni torceduras, apuntó.  
 

############## 
 


